
The CT-Flow pathway combines two powerful, non-invasive 
technologies—coronary CTA (CCTA) and the HeartFlow 
Analysis—to help physicians more accurately determine

the best treatment for each patient.1
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How do patients benefit?
The CT-Flow pathway addresses the 
current gaps in traditional diagnostic testing,
where patients may be misdiagnosed due 
to inaccurate test results.2 Physicians now 
have access to more precise information to 
effectively diagnose patients with coronary 
artery disease.1
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of patients sent for an elective ICA 
(diagnostic cath) do not have obstructive CAD355%

By following the CT-Flow pathway,
Becky avoided an invasive diagnostic cath.
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Following the CT-Flow pathway, John would
have avoided numerous negative tests and been

treated for his risky heart disease sooner.
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Had Robin’s physician recommended the
CT-Flow pathway first, her disease may have
been diagnosed years earlier and decreased

her risk of a heart attack sooner.
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The modern way to diagnose 
coronary artery disease

of patients are sent home with 
their disease undetected420-30%

of treatment plans changed based on 
information from a HeartFlow Analysis563%
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Improved accuracy, precise patient care.¹

The HeartFlow Analysis is a personalized cardiac test indicated for use in clinically stable symptomatic patients with coronary artery disease. The information provided by the 
HeartFlow Analysis is intended to be used in conjunction with the patient's clinical history, symptoms and other diagnostic tests, as well as the clinician's professional judgment. 
Patient symptoms must be documented in the patient's medical record. While no diagnostic test is perfect, the HeartFlow Analysis has demonstrated higher diagnostic 
performance compared to other non-invasive cardiac tests.6 If you are a patient and suspect this test may be right for you, please speak with your doctor.

* Patient stories are based off of real patient cases, and names have been changed to protect patient privacy 
   where patient information is provided.


